
General Comments (in random order)

“From the first consultation to the flowers being received, I felt at ease that the flowers

were going to be stunning and they delivered in every way. Both my partner and I are not

flowery people so we didn’t have a clear vision until we meet with them and I still couldn’t

of imagined the quality”

“From the moment of contacting Emily&Me,I found Sam friendly,welcoming and eager to

realise my vision within my budget. She ensured that we met up straight away to talk

through all ideas and pictures I had as well as her own portfolio and was flexible with her

quote in order to help me keep the cost down with minimum compromise on what I wanted.

She remained in contact throughout the build up and nothing was too small to ask. I was

excited to see my flowers on the day they were beautiful!”

“Sam was very good with listening to my ideas about the look and after our very detailed

consultation we were happy to go ahead with Emily and me! The flowers were absolutely

beautiful on the day! More than id hoped for! The bouquets lasted the whole day and are still

going strong in their vases!”

“Flowers on the day were stunning, just as if visioned although the table centres were better

than I had visioned. Communication was amazing, with any email query I would send she

sent one straight back! Arrival on the day was as and when needed even though I had

changed the time to earlier in day”

“We found her samantha helpful, extremely honest and knowledgeable. Everyone

commented on the breath-taking arch she designed. it was stunning! Nothing was too much

trouble. My wife and I were absolutely delighted.”

“Working with sam from emily and me was a dream. she is an amazing florist and artist. the

flowers were beautiful and so skillfully put together - even down to how they arrived at the

house. this is an outstanding company, so creative and professional. a real inspiration and a

pleasure to work with.”

“Emily and me really understood what I wanted and guided me to fit my budget. I felt she

really wanted everything to be special for me. She took great interest in the story of my

husband and my past and why we chose the colour theme, venue, and church.”

“The consultation was very informative, relaxed and didn’t pressurise us to go over our

budget. The flowers arrived to us promptly on the day and were well presented. There was a

small confusion with the number of buttonholes we received compared to the order but it

didn’t ruin our day.”

“I very much enjoyed working with Sam. Sam was lovely, very honest, approachable and an



outstanding florist. I, like many brides was forever changing my mind but Sam was always

patient. I’m so pleased to have had the pleasure of Emily and me creating my perfect flowers

and to have met Sam.”

“Sam was brill. From when we 1st met she was helping so much. I had no idea what I wanted,

& with her ideas, we came up with the most wonderful design. I even decided to change 1 of

the leaves used a few weeks beforehand, & she was wonderful about it, not a problem. And

on the day, the flowers were breathtaking.”

“Super friendly and completely understood my ideas/vision even though I had no

terminology or real clear vision in fact. She managed to create such a unique feel to our day.

Sam was very easily contacted and no question went unanswered. So stress free and

wonderful service!”

“Emily and me had a wonderful perception of what was wanted for my Wedding day. On our

first visit to her she pretty much had a better idea of what I wanted than I did. She had the

right colours and in fill flowers for the bouquets in mind and showed us. We were very

impressed”

“The service received from Sam at Emily and Me was fantastic from start to finish. I have to

admit to being pretty clueless about flowers, but Emily and Me took my few ideas and

turned them into what I can only describe as a stunning bridal bouquet with beautiful

bridesmaids posies and buttonholes.”

“Emily & me have been great at communicating with us since the time we contacted them

for an initial meeting. Our wedding flowers were absolutely stunning and couldn’t have

asked for better. This shows in all of our wedding photos. I would highly recommend Emily

& Me.”

“We came to Emily & me after a bad experience with the first florist we hired for the

wedding, who was not helpful at all. To our immense relief and happiness, Sam was perfect.

Not only is she a lovely warm person, she is also very experienced, organised and creative.”

“Emily and Me was absolutely brilliant and I am so glad I choose them to do our flowers and I

would highly recommend them.”



Why They Booked (in random order)

“Very professional”

“Brilliant service and good price”

“When we met Sam, she was friendly and we clicked straight away. Her guidance and

honesty really helped me decide on my perfect flowers.”

“Very friendly and helpful, great value for money and recommended in Kent wedding

magazine”

“Had a wonderful meeting with her, where she really listened to our ideas and made us feel

totally confident about her work.”

“Because she was so passionate about her job. Also, she lived locally, & had some great

ideas at the consult.”

“I booked Emily & Me as she was the only florist who understood my vision of our wedding.

The other florists would try and steer me away from the bold red/blue statement. Emily &

Me didn’t do this. They loved the ideas and advised me accordingly.”

“We initially liked her friendlyness, upon talking to her we realised she was knowledgeable,

passionate and very understanding about the needs and worrys of a would be bride.”

“She understood what I wanted.”

“after meeting with sam i knew that she totally understaood my wishes and went out of her

way to fulfill my wedding flower dreams.”

“Because the first impression of the company was good at the port Lyme wedding fayre. The

consultation was enjoyable and the flowers were a very reasonable price kept within our

budget.”

“She seemed confident and inspiring!”

“She understood me and my husband and got a feel straight away for the type of couple we

were and made us feel so at ease. I completely trusted her to use her experience within the

industry to create such unique flowers.”

“Samantha was amazing, so helpful and we (bride and groom) felt as though we clicked with

her, she was so easy to talk to and have us such good advice as the flowers were the thing we

were most clueless about and she put as at ease about what flowers to choose. She also



really helpfully catered to our budget so we didn’t over spend! Amazing when booking and

planning the wedding as it’s stressful enough, she is able to take some of that stress and

make flowers one less thing to worry about”

“Because Sam from Emily and me was the friendliest, most relaxed vendor at the wedding

show we visited, with a good variety of ideas on the stand. Some unusual and different

ideas.”

“My mother suggested them after having a floristry lesson with Samantha. We had a lengthy

consultation, liked her back story and felt certain that she would provide us with lovely

flowers.”
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